
How will the need for ease of access, free-flowing traffic, 
clean air, low carbon emissions and safety, impact on the 
vehicles, technologies and fuels in our future?

We are moving towards new energy options, autonomous 
and connected vehicles, multi-modal systems, and as many 
questions are being raised as are being answered about 
what the future of automotive and mobility will look like,  
how it may evolve and the likely timelines. 

The Cars of Tomorrow 2015 Conference will 
comprehensively explore these themes with contributions 
from well-regarded local and international experts. 

Join us for many thought-provoking insights and some 
robust discussion on 12 March 2015 at Crown Promenade 
hotel, Melbourne.

As city populations continue to grow, the way in which 
people and goods are moved will of necessity change.
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Registration open & networking

Conference welcome
Ian Christensen, CEO, AutoCRC Ltd

A few words from RACV
Brian Negus, General Manager Public Policy

MC Introduction 
John Mellor, GoAutoMedia

The world’s most liveable city  
in 2040 – what might it look like 
and how is it achievable? 
Professor Chris Ryan, Director Visions and 
Pathways for Resilient Low-Carbon Australian 
Cities (AUS)

“Globally, the next two decades will be ones of 
significant and rapid change. Much of that will focus 
on cities. For most of the world outside of Canberra it 
is clear that this change will result from the pressures 
of a changing climate and a shift to renewable energy. 
How the changes driven by these forces will play out in 
different cities, in different countries is truly uncertain. 
Paradoxically, the overall shape of the transformation 
to come is not so uncertain - and the implications for 
mobility solutions and the vehicles of the future is what 
the industry must be talking about. Research and 
visioning programs here and in other countries suggest 
the speculation about future solutions is converging 
around some clear themes which will be explored in 
this presentation today.”

Morning Tea

Future mobility – rethinking how 
we move people and goods 
Phil Gott, Senior Director,  
Long Range Planning, IHS Automotive (US)

“As Neils Bohr once remarked, predictions 
are always difficult, especially about the 
future. I can say with some certainty that within ten 
years the automotive business as we know it today 
will be the least likely scenario. By 2030 there will be 2 
billion more people on earth, and virtually all of them will 
be living in cities. Population density will be so high that 
there will literally be no room for the number of cars per 
person (motorisation rate) as we know it today. In fact, 
we already see motorisation rates declining in mature 
market cities. We estimate that there is a global excess 
capacity of some 20 to 30 million units. The current 
situation in Australia is the tip of the iceberg.”
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Future fuels & technology –  
likely scenarios and timelines 
Launch of Global EV Outlook 2015
Tali Trigg, Transport Energy Analyst,  
International Energy Agency (FRANCE)

“The development of alternative vehicles is moving fast, 
and with more models on the market than ever before. 
The race is on for crossing  
the chasm towards mass market adoption.” 

Considering this, Tali will examine the following themes:

» Electric vehicle technology and maturing markets

» Hybrid vehicles going from being an alternative  
vehicle to a fuel economy improvement

» Electrification of transport going multi-modal

» Roles for natural gas, methanol, LPG, hydrogen, and 
biofuels to power hard-to-electrify modes such as 
heavy trucks, ships, airplanes… 
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Motorsport - new rules for  
Le Mans: total energy usage 
Garry Connelly, Deputy President,  
FIA Institute (FRANCE)

“In 1923, reliability was a major challenge 
for the automotive industry. To meet industry needs, 
motorsport came up with a revolutionary race where 
endurance was the key target: the Le Mans 24 Hours. 
Today, the automotive industry’s biggest challenge is 
green mobility and sustainable development. This has  
led the FIA to develop regulations for Le Mans that push 
the envelope in terms of technological innovation and 
energy efficiency.”

Garry’s presentation will deal with the new Le Mans 
regulations under their six point philosophy:

» Efficiency and sustainable development

» On track performance and entertainment

» Technology opportunities and openings

» Cost control

» Safety

» Track to road technology transfer

Afternoon Tea

Transport Energy Efficiency – where 
Australia sits
Henry O’Clery, Director, Future Climate Australia

Speaker hypothetical: getting from here  
to there – challenges & opportunities
» Prof Chris Ryan, Director - Visions and Pathways | 

for Resilient Low-Carbon Australian Cities

» Phil Gott, Senior Director, Long Range Planning,  
IHS Automotive

» Tali Trigg, Tali Trigg, Transport Energy Analyst, 
International Energy Agency

» John Boesel, President and CEO, CALSTART (US)

18th Asia Pacific Automotive  
Engineering Conference 

Handover ceremony to Beijing 
Natalie Roberts, Executive Director, SAE-Australasia

Conference cocktails and networking
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Lunch

The Cars of Tomorrow in 
California - good enough to  
meet the 2050 GHG targets?
John Boesel, President and CEO, 
CALSTART (US)

“California climate and air quality policies 
are driving significant change and innovation in the 
automobile sector.  If we stay the course, the cars 
produced in 2025 will be twice as efficient.  Particularly 
coming out of a recession, the amount of capital 
California has put behind its policies is impressive.”

John will reflect upon a number of topics including:

» The multi-part strategy California is working to reduce 
its transportation related greenhouse gas emissions 
by 80% by 2050

» The innovation that is occurring in the automotive 
sector as a result of state policies


